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CABO RECAP // THE RESORT AT PEDREGAL 

Morning loves! Today I'm sharing a recap on our trip we took to Cabo last week. It's one of our favorite 

spots and we already can't wait to go back next year! So here are some random shots from our stay..... 

 

 

My boys 

 

As mentioned on our last trip recap to Jackson Hole, traveling with little ones at this age is always tough. 

Ava is four now (can you believe it?!) and her age is so much easier to travel with. Luca is now 15 

months and lets just say it's a a lot of work flying with him. We have vowed to stick to our 2 hour flight 
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max until he is a little bit older (butttt we just booked a trip for the Summer and I'm already not looking 

forward to that long flight). Luckily for us Cabo is only a 2 hour flight so this trip wasn't too bad. 

 

 

The battle over the window seat... Luca won (because it kept him quiet ;) 

 

 

Always excited when we see this view! 
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Our Casa 

 

We stayed at The Resort at Pedregal and I can't rave about this place enough! We've have stayed at 

some pretty great places but ladies this resort is at the top of the list! If you girls followed along on 

SnapChat (AndeeLayne) you saw ALL the amazingness of this place! 

 

 

our kitchen 
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Guest bedroom 

 

 

So Sweet 
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Patio views from every room! 

 

 

Our own plunge pool (that Ava lived in ;) 
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More Patio Views 
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The Adult Pool was Heaven! 
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A lot of you were asking on SnapChat if we had help or used the Kids Club on this trip. I responded with 

saying that this trip was the first time we've ever brought help with us and I have to say it was the most 

relaxing vacation ever! As I mentioned on my last travel post we've never left our kids home. We both 

are pretty attached to our kids and protective so being far away from them has been a challenge for us. 

We have a (close) over night getaway were going to try out soon and see how it goes;) but for now we 

always bring our babes with us. If you've even been on vacation with your kids you know it's a lot of 

work and relaxation is hard to come by. So this trip we brought help and it seriously made ALL the 

difference! We hung with our kids most of the day but carved out an hour or two each day just for us at 

the adult pool. I can't tell you the last time I just got to hang out at the pool and have cocktails with my 

hubby! After the kids were asleep we snuck out for a couple hours as well to do dinner dates. You guys 

I'm still just smiling thinking about how awesome this trip was! It's definitely an added expense but if 

you have the option to bring someone to help or use the kids club I would definitely recommend it.  

 

 

This girl!  

 

A little one on one lunch date with mom and dad while Luca napped. I'm really starting to see now just 

how much this little lady still craves one on one time with us so we've both been trying to sneak it in 

whenever we can. 
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Blue Sunnies // Hat and most importantly my drink of the trip....A Cucumber Jalapeno Margi! 
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My loves (and all that sunblock on my hubby's face ;) 

 

 

On Repeat 

 

 

Grilled Shrimp and Fish tacos everyday!  
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We had dinner at  El Farallon and highly recommend it if you girls are Cabo! The restaurant is built into 

the side of cliff and the views are stunning! 

 

 

Even gorgeous on a cloudy evening 
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Charm on every corner of this resort 
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Morning Coffee Views 
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If you follow along on Snap you saw we had date night at one of my favorite Cabo restaurants, Edith's! 

Make a reso, I promise you won't be sorry! We were also dying to go to another favorite restaurant 

Flora Farms but Luca came down with a fever so we had to canceled it. Next trip!  

 

 

The kids pool is pretty amazing here!  

 

 

They have lots of toys and pool floaties  so need to pack your own. 
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Not to mention they bring you homemade popsicles and Pomegranate Agua Fresca!  

 

 

And thats a little round up of our trip! How you girls enjoyed the pics!  

 

I did a whole blog post on all my Vacation Style Looks earlier this week you can see HERE 
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